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Wireless initiation: Enabling new mining
methods underground at Musselwhite
Right: Precharging using
the WebGen™
100 system
eliminates the
need for
personnel to
work in
hazardous areas

I

n Musselwhite, an underground
mine located on the southern shore
of Lake Opapimiskan,
approximately 480km north of Thunder
Bay, Ontario, Canada, 265,000 ounces
of gold is produced each year. The
mine, owned and operated by
Goldcorp Inc (Goldcorp), uses a
modified AVOCA mining method for
the majority of its’ mining in retreats
without secondary access. Using this
method, each blast is backfilled and
waste is removed from the backfilled
stope (void pull) to create a void for
the next blast.
As the blast follows the ore body
down, the increasing depth, strike
length and number of lifts contributes
to high levels of stope dilution. Some
of this dilution is separable during the
mucking cycle, but the net effect is a
reduction in productivity and profit.
Steve Piercey, Orica Senior
Underground Blasting Specialist and

“For all of the wonderful things
we were able to do with
electronic blasting, we were still
encumbered by wires. Now we
have a truly commercial system
that is 100 per cent wireless, we
are only limited by our imaginations and sound engineering principles.”
Steve Piercey
Senior Underground Blasting Specialist and WebGen™
Team Leader at Musselwhite.
Steve has over 30 years of industry experience, 22
with Orica, working with mining operations around the
world to deliver safe, reliable and efficient outcomes
for customers.
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a world-first technology and that is
something we are very proud of.
“The WebGen™ wireless blasting
system not only improves safety by
removing people from harm’s way, it
improves productivity by removing the
constraints imposed by wired
connections and importantly is a critical
pre-cursor to automating the charging
process.”
The WebGen™ system also
obtained Safety Integrity Level 3 (SIL3)
certification, through TÜV Rheinland, a
a global leader in independent
inspection, safety testing and
certification services.

TEMPORARY RIB PILLARS
ENABLED BY WEBGEN™

WebGenTM Team leader at Musselwhite, has been working with
Musselwhite before its first production
blast in 1997. Steve saw the potential
benefits that Orica’s WebGen™
technology could bring to the mine
operations.
In late 2016, Steve and the Orica
team identified an opportunity to use
WebGen™ wireless through the earth
initiation technology to reduce dilution
in the production stopes.

WEBGEN™: WORLD-FIRST TRULY
WIRELESS BLASTING SYSTEM
The world-first truly wireless blasting
system represents a significant step
in the evolution of blast initiation
and is one of the most exciting
initiation technologies developed in
the last 35 years, revolutionising

conventional blasting practices.The
system provides for groups of in-hole
primers to be wirelessly initiated by a
firing command that communicates
through rock, water and air.
This removes constraints often
imposed by the requirement of a
physical connection to each primer
in a blast and unlocks countless
safety and productivity benefits for
customers by eliminating the need for
down-wires and surface connecting
wires.
This step change in blasting
technology fundamentally changes the
industry approach to blasting and
mining.
Orica’s Chief Commercial Officer,
Angus Melbourne, described the
technology as being a game-changer
for the industry, saying: “WebGen™ is
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At Musselwhite, WebGen™ is used in
a new mining method using
Temporary Rib Pillars (TRP) to extract
ore pillars that previously could not
be recovered in underground
operations. Using this new method,
the main ore of the panel can now be
blasted and extracted while the TRP
holds back the waste rock backfill.
The inaccessible pillars can be
blasted, delivering reduced dilution,
increased truck fill factors and
improved overall productivity.
The selected stope for the trial was
not typical for the mine. Dilution
recorded was well above historical
averages. The metrics selected to
measure performance were: the overall
stope cycle time, in days; the daily
scoop productivity, in tonnes per day
(TPD); and the overall stope dilution.
Since the case study blast,
Musselwhite has implemented the TRP
method in several areas of the mine
where higher than normal dilution rates
were experienced. On average, a 34%
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reduction in dilution has been
observed in those mining fronts.
The key benefits validated by
Goldcorp include:
l Improved Safety: The new mining
method has led to significant safety
improvements as the operators do not
have to work adjacent to the open
stope.
l Increased Productivity: Prior to this
new method, the mine would fill the
previous open stope with waste rock
prior to blasting the next block and
then remove some of the fill in order to
make room (void) for the next blast.
This re-handling of waste consumed
valuable assets and resources that
could be moving ore to the mill.
l Reduced Waste Dilution: A
measurable improvement in the
conditions of the stope walls has also
been achieved leading to the reduction
of waste dilution.
The WebGen™ system has proven
itself as a key enabler to implementing
new mining methods at Musselwhite
and providing substantial
improvements in safety, productivity
and cost reduction.
Goldcorp Musselwhite, Mine
Production Coordinator, Holly
Robinson acknowledged the positive
impacts that WebGen™ technology
has brought to their operations, saying:
“It’s a game-changer for the long
term.”
Based on the success of the TRP

method, five other WebGenTM enabled
mining methods have been successfully
developed and implemented, including
the Temporary Uphole Rib Pillar and
the Reverse Throw Retreat to improve
ore recovery; the Pre-Loaded Retreat
to improve cycle time; the
Longitudinal/Transverse Retreat to
improve recovery and the TransverseTRP to eliminate consolidated backfill
in a secondary transverse stope.
Further drill and blast geometries
and mining methods utilising
WebGen™ are now being explored at
Musselwhite. Goldcorp Musselwhite
Chief Engineer, Billy Grace, said: “Since
starting the TRP trials with WebGen™
in late 2016, our level of comfort with
the technology has reached a point
that discussing possible wireless
applications is an integral part of our
mine planning process.”
“The entire team is excited by the
possibilities that WebGen™ opened
up, and the new opportunities they are
allowing for us to increase our
productivity.”
Orica is now working to produce a
wireless primer specifically for surface
mining applications that will deliver
greater flexibility to the open cut
mining sector in coming years. This is a
critical first step towards full automation of the drill and blast process
across the underground and surface
mining sectors, a long-term goal
shared by both the mining industry and
Orica.

Firing Sequence
of the TRP rings
occurring in one
single event with
WebGen™

“Discussing
possible
wireless
applications
is an
integral
part of our
planning
process”
BILLY GRACE,
CHIEF
ENGINEER,
MUSSELWHITE

Table 1 Summary
of key
production
metrics at
Musselwhite
achieved using
WebGenTM

Metric

TRP Case Study Blast Results

TRP Typical Blasts Results

Days mucked

33% Reduction

20% reduction

Avg. TPD

27% Improvement

14% Improvement

Dilution

93% Reduction

34% Reduction
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